ECO NATURE FRIENDLY

WOODEN
Our wooden windows and doors are made of natural wood. All
materials used in processing are environmentally friendly,
preserve the properties of wood and are absolutely harmless.
Our products can be used in hospitals, kindergartens, private
homes and apartments with little children and pets even.

windows &
doors
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Wooden windows IV68
These Windows are offered with single-chamber doubleglazed Windows (24 mm, 30 mm).
The coefficient of thermal conductivity for such a
double-glazed window Ug=1,1 W/(K*m2).
The thermal conductivity coefficient
for the assembled product Uw ranges from
1.3-1.5, depending on the shape and size of the window.

Wooden windows IV78, 90
Windows with IV78 & IV90 profiles are already offered
with double-glazed Windows, 40mm and 52mm thick,
respectively. The coefficient of thermal conductivity for
a 40mm double-glazed window Ug=0.6 W/(K*m2). The
thermal conductivity coefficient for the UW Assembly is
from 1.1-1.3 the thermal conductivity Coefficient for
52mm is Ug=0.6 W/(K*m2), and the thermal
conductivity coefficient for the UW Assembly is 0.9-1.1.

Wooden construction elements
with aluminum covers
To protect and finish wooden surfaces, we use not
only high-quality paint systems, but also offer to
cover the street exterior of our structures with
aluminum profiles of the Holz Plus system of the
German company BUG.

Wooden entrance doors
and terraces
Our wooden doors are distinguished by their refinement, unique
reliability, comfortable and long service life. Fittings and locks are
used only from the best European manufacturers and have improved
quality characteristics. All profile systems have sealing contours on
the threshold, door leaf and doors box, and the multi-point lock is a
solid response bar with a high clamping force, which provides
increased thermal insulation and a high level of noise protection.
Environmental friendliness, quality, naturalness of the materials used
and proximity to nature - these are the main criteria for the
manufacture of our products!
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Windows and doors made of natural wood are
resistant to temperature changes, provide an
excellent level of thermal insulation, long service
life and impeccable appearance.

High-quality and stylish accessories will
emphasize the individuality of our wood products
and add convenience to use.

Multifunctional accessories of the German brand
ROTO increase the convenience and reliability of
windows.

A variety of color solutions implemented with
environmentally friendly paints German company
Remmers and Finnish company Teknos.

We are always glad
to see you in

RIGAS LOGI

Slokas Str. 52,
Riga LATVIA
www.rigaslogi.lv

The Union of technology and nature!

